
Marx claimed that the wage contrict was an act of exploitation of
the worker by capitalist employers.  Since then, an interminable
succession of socialist demagogues have invoked variations of this
theme in order to slander capitalism as an evil vehicle of exploita-
tion.  But what precisely is meant by “exploitation”?

The term “exploitation” is commonly used in a loose, imprecise
way in order to arouse powerful emotions of resentment against
those accused of it (usually businessmen).  All that is commonly
meant by this term is the taking advantage of another person.  But
all rational human action involves the taking advantage of other
people.  This assertion may at first glance seem outrageous, but
consider the proposition more carefully: when people engage in
social interactions, they do so because the value that they give is
less than the value they gain.

For instance, the freedom that a man or a woman gives up in get-
ting married (plus whatever else is given up) is clearly less valu-
able than the relationship and circumstances obtained through mar-
riage.  In this situation, as in all voluntary social interactions, each
person “takes advantage of” the other person.  That is, each person,
in acting rationally, chooses those social interactions which benefit
his or herself and which take take advantage of what the other
person(s) has to offer (the source of the benefit).  A woman does
not volantarily choose to marry a man because it benefits the man
to her detriment.  She acts in her own self-interest, seeking love
and companionship, and benefitting the other person as well, but
only coincidentally — she is concerned primarily with her own
benefit, except as his benefit provides pleasure for her.  This mu-
tual benefit is the essence of all voluntary social interactions, as
two people must each expect to benefit from a voluntary exchange,
else they would not both participate voluntarily.  But note that each
person is “taking advantage of” the other.  Clearly, all human so-
cial interactions must of necessity involve people “taking advan-
tage of” each other.

ALTRUISM

This begs the obvious question about the role of “altruism” in
human social affairs.  Altruism is defined to mean acting in the
interest of others without net benefit to oneself.  If people act al-
truistically, then it is not true that all social relations involve the
pursuit of self-interest and the “taking advantage of” other people.

The way in which altruism is commonly interpreted is the above
definition but with the important modification, “without net ma-
terial benefit to oneself”.  If one is to be rigorous, then benefits
considered in the weighing against personal costs must include all

forms of benefit, be they material, psychic or spiritual.  The com-
mon usage of altruism deletes these latter two very important
forms of benefit, weighing only material gain against personal
costs.  It is not surprising then that acts of charity are considered to
be altruistic — in the loose, material sense of the word, they are.
But if one considers the admiration and social sanctification one
obtains from charity (publicly displayed, as with the Carnegie sup-
port for the arts and development of the American library system
and with the Hearst, Rockefeller and Vanderbilt support for educa-
tional institutions) then psychic benefits become relevant.  Or for
privately made charitable acts (i.e. without social recognition, a
rare thing indeed in the strictest sense, as somebody — one’s wife,
parish priest, family or the recipients of direct charitable action —
is likely to know), spiritual compensation is the principle benefit,
as one gains graces to go to heaven in the Christian paradigm.

Does a nurse receive only her pay, working principally for the
benefit of a society?  What of the social approval she receives for
fulfilling this role?  What of the psychic benefit of having needy
people benefit from her and express their appreciation (non-materi-
ally), and of having people be dependent upon her (a useful insight
into parenting — having children be dependent upon you, raising
your personal stature in yours and the world’s eyes).  Do nurses’
uniforms provide a symbol of virtue, without which fewer women
would take up nursing?  Does nursing provide indirect benefits in
training a woman to care for sick people — a useful skill at home
with her own family?  Does helping other people simply make one
feel good about oneself?  In short, is there any seemingly “altruis-
tic” action which does not provide psychic or spiritual benefits to
the person involved?

Does a parish priest or a Mother Teresa sacrifice his or her life for
God or for society, or for the pursuit of heavenly salvation (i.e. for
his or her own benefit)?  If the certainly of spending the rest of
eternity in paradise has an infinite value to a person now, then
introducing uncertainty into consideration (Do God and Heaven re-
ally exist? Is this really the way into Heaven? Am I really in the
right, “true” religion?) still provides a great if not infinite expected
value.  That is, the value of being right (that one is earning one’s
way into Heaven) is so great, that it is worth pursuing even if one
is highly uncertain of the model being true.

Is a John Kenneth Galbraith really a “public servant” while admin-
istering government price control and rationing programs during
World War II, sacrificing his own welfare for the good of society
(as he claims), or is he an egotistical braggart who aspires to social
graces and the admiration of society by holding a position of high
authority, social importance and public attention as well as control-
ling the private activities of others and developing experience
which can be used at a later date to earn material benefits from by
writing books and going on public lecture circuits and syndicating
newspaper columns?

Upon closer scrutiny, we see that all rational human actions are
weighed on the scales of self-interest.  One must simply identify
all forms of benefits received before passing judgement on the
character of him who lays claim to the title “altruist”.  So while
altruism in the loose (material) sense may in fact exist, altruism in
the strictest, most rigorous sense is impossible insofar as people act
rationally.  For it is tautological to say that people pursue their own
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self-interist.  So when one says that people should be altruistic, one
usually means that people should not be materially self-interested,
but should be spiritually or psychically self-interested instead (it is
impossible to avoid all three).  The issue here is not self-gain, but
the form of self-gain: material versus spiritual versus psychic.  The
ethical assertion of the evil of the pursuit of material versus spiri-
tual or psychic gain is a difficult one to justify in this light.

Informational assymetries between those voluntarily exchanging
may exist, giving rise to greater error on one person’s part than on
that of the other.  People are bound to have unequal information
sets in most cases of social interaction.  Ethical problems arise
only if one person misleads the other (fraud).  Otherwise, it is
understood that information is a scarce and valuable commodity
for which one must exchange other goods (if only one’s time) to
obtain.  Information reduces uncertainty, making the result of vol-
untary exchange more likely to be beneficial.  To argue that every-
one “ought” to have the same information (regardless of their la-
bours to obtain it) for voluntary exchange to be non-exploitative is
akin to arguing that everyone ought to have the same wealth and
resources, and can only be justified as part of the comprehensive
egalitarian creed (which is seen elsewhere to be unjustifiable).

Voluntary interaction may at times turn out to be disadvantageous
for one of the parties, and occasionally even for both.  This is the
“ex post” effect (after the results have been observed) and this may
occur for one of two reasons.  First, it may result from fraud on the
part of one of those involved — a form of coercion in that one
benefits from another without giving what is necessary to make the
other person consent.  This is a form of exploitation.  Second, it
may result from error on the parts of those involved.  Risk (uncer-
tainty) is an unavoidable element of human decision making.
While unanticipated results cannot be ruled out, one can say cate-
gorically that “ex ante” (expected) results are always mutually
beneficial in voluntary exchanges.  Actual and expected results will
diverge only when fraud (a form of exploitation) or error (unavoid-
able and ethically unobjectionable) occurs.

AN ALTERNATIVE DEFINITION

If “exploitation” is taken to mean “taking advantage of” other
people, then one can selectively label those social interactions
which one dislikes as “exploitation”, and so brand them evil.  This
definition empties the term “exploitation” of any meaningful con-
tent, as all human action becomes “exploitation”.  But allow me to
proffer an alternative, more rigorous and meaningful definition of
“exploitation”.  Exploitation is that social interaction which
benefits oneself to the detriment of others involved.

According to this definition, actions which benefit myself and
which are not to the detriment of those who are involved cannot be
labelled “exploitation”.  But if, in dealing with other people, I act
to their detriment, then they will not voluntarily choose to interact
with me.  It is patently clear that any voluntary social interaction
must definitionally be to the mutual advantage of all parties di-
rectly involved and so cannot be exploitative.  A sophistic objec-
tion that could be raised here is that people may be forced by cir-
cumstances to deal with others in a way that is, within their cir-
cumstances, beneficial, but is in the greater scheme of things
disadvantageous.  For example, socialists may argue that the ac-
ceptance of a low wage is to one’s benefit only because one is
“forced” by hunger to accept it.  But they fail to distinguish here
between “force” being applied by the constraints of one’s circum-
stances (and everyone is constrained by his/her personal circum-
stances) and “force” in the social sense, coercively imposed by an-
other person or persons.  For example, I may be forced to work by
need for survival, but I may be literally “forced” to surrender the
product of my labour at gunpoint by a robber.  To confound the
difference between these two radically different senses of force,
and to label circumstantial constraints as an evil kind of “force”
akin to robbery is clearly mistaken.  To then say that the capitalist
“exploits” the labourer because he offers a wage in exchange for
work which is to “take advantage of” the labourer’s need for sus-
tenance which “forces” him to work is combining the errors of
misdefining “exploitation” and “force”.  An employer can only
“force” a labourer to accept a wage by directly or indirectly coerc-

ing him or her.  In the absence of slavery, or of politically (coer-
cively) imposed constraints such as a under a totalitarian or auth-
oritarian state, the wage contract cannot be “forced” on the la-
bourer.  In the liberal society, the wage contract is to the mutual
benefit of both parties and is without forcefully imposed con-
straints.

The Marxist will likely reply that the private ownership of property
is coercive.  That this forces the labourer to accept wages on terms
detrimental to himself.  But this could only be so if those who
owned property forcefully prevented others from owning property
as well.  If I am productive and create, or obtain via exchange with
the fruits of my labour, “capital” (the means of production to cre-
ate other goods), is it coercive for me to have this which I have
created and to offer to contract with others to our mutual benefit in
order to produce goods with this property?

Furthermore, it is only within a liberal society that competition be-
tween producers can exist, where no one has the right to prevent
others from entering a field of production.  The evidence is over-
whelming that it is the socialistic state and not the liberal state that
produces monopoly power and non-competitive industries.  The
evidence is undeniable that free economies are naturally competi-
tive, and that only the state can effectively impede competition.

To return to my original point, one cannot label the “taking advant-
age of” other people as being exploitation, as all social actions
definitionally involve people taking advantage of others for their
mutual benefit.  “Exploitation” must more rigorously be defined as
benefitting oneself to the detriment of others.  And this can only
occur if coercion (“force” in the social and explicit rather than cir-
cumstantial sense) is applied, else voluntary exchanges and social
interactions would not occur.  In this light, the liberal society, and
its characteristics, “capitalism”, private property, and the wage con-
tract, are seen as non-exploitative institutions.  And those social
models which empower a state to coercively order social relations,
without the explicit, voluntary and universal consent of all of the
governed, are seen to be exploitative.

ON NEGATIVE EXTERNALITIES

It is difficult for a person to undertake social activity (or even inac-
tivity) without indirectly having a detrimental effect of some sort
on some other person.  For instance, in choosing a mate for mar-
riage, one reduces the pool of potential mates for others who are
seeking mates, thus acting to their indirect detriment.  Or by being
a hermit and refraining from social interaction (or by refraining
from having children), one acts to the indirect detriment of those
who could benefit from interaction and participation by the hermit
(or the potential children).  Conversely, having children or refrain-
ing from being a hermit is likely to increase crowding in cities and
on transport routes and increase pollution levels and demands on
limited natural resources.  So the generation of “negative exter-
nalities” is unavoidable in the course of human social events.  As
an illustration, consider that the level of productivity of each per-
son in an economy affects the general wealth level and the wealth
of other individuals as a consequence.  Yet few would advocate
forced output maximization of each individual by the state, even if
such a thing were possible.  Indeed, all of utility and welfare the-
ory involves maximizing individuals’ utility functions within some
social constraints, and none of the proposed solutions, from thin-
kers on either the left or the right, involves a system absent of
uncorrected externalities of any kind.  The conventional liberal
criterion for judging whether externalities are unjust or not in the
presence or absence of coercion.  One can hardly say that the
failure of others to work as hard as they might is coercive against
oneself.  It is coercive externalities which present the ethical prob-
lem and which warrant the label “exploitation”.

Some maintain that the state can, through the exercise of minimal
coercive power, generate positive externalities which benefit the
greater society as a whole and are therefore desirable.  Ethical
problems with state-induced positive externalities (such as with the
state’s taxation of private citizens to provide socially beneficial ser-
vices which would allegedly not otherwise be properly provided by
the market, such as police and courts) can be overcome by volun-
tary, explicit social contracts.


